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Maxwell                   Moose moved closer to the campre.

         This was his last camping trip of the summer.

        On Monday morning he would be going back

    to Alpha Betty’s school.
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       Maxwell loved camping in the mountains.

        He loved smoky campres. He loved telling stories.

        And he especially loved camping with his chums

     Mitzi Mouse and Murphy Muskrat.
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       “Tell us a spooky story, Maxwell!” said Mitzi.

     “About the Mountain Monster!” said Murphy.

      Maxwell’s Mountain Monster stories were their

    favorite part of camping out.

      “Sure!” Maxwell smiled. “After we make s’mores!”
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       “Yum, yum, yummy! S’mores for our tummies!”

      sang Mitzi Mouse and Murphy Muskrat.

     Maxwell got out marshmallows, graham

     crackers, and chocolate bars.
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      He mashed the marshmallows onto some twigs.

       “Hold these over the campre,” Maxwell said.

     Mitzi’s marshmallow smoked and bubbled.

     Murphy’s marshmallow melted and oozed.
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       Maxwell slid the marshmallows onto the

    melting chocolate and graham crackers.

       And the three chums munched on their s’mores.

    . . .   “Mmm,” they hummed. “Messy but amazing!”
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